From
Director General Higher Education,
Haryana, Panchkula.

To
1. The Vice-Chancellors of all State and Private Universities,
2. The Principals of all Government Colleges,
3. The Principals of all Government Aided Colleges,
4. The Principals of all Self Financing Colleges.

Memo No. 27/189-2018 Co (2) Dated 18th February, 2020

Subject: Regarding publishing Monthly Magazine of the Department of Higher Education.

Kindly refer to the subject cited above.

Department is working on various initiatives, which will not only improve overall education scenario in state but help in portraying Haryana as education hub in North India. Keeping this in view, it is felt that department needs to bring more awareness about its activities/achievements and also to put up the views and creative talent of teachers and students in the shape of monthly bi-lingual journal/magazine. This magazine will have articles, monthly news of the Department / Colleges and the success stories from the institutions.

This magazine is the official tongue of Higher Education Department, Haryana to the outside world and it is the place where the department comes alive with creativity, information and feelings.

I hope that you will appreciate this endeavour of the department and extend full support in terms of intellectual wealth. I have been directed to request you to circulate this letter among your faculty and encourage them to write enriched articles covering varied multi-disciplinary areas/subjects which are useful to the society and students too. Suggested submission length is from 300 to 2500 words. We invite submissions ranging from short vignettes to extensively-developed articles on Higher Education in Hindi and also invite suggestions of recommended resources and article leads. We’re seeking articles written in a reader-friendly and popular-magazine style. Contributors may be asked to share stories and experiences, not just ideas, write about challenges, not just successes; and describe specific situations that will help their story come alive for the reader in Higher Education. Article may be sent at articles.highereducation@gmail.com. Deadline of submission of articles is 23rd February, 2020. You are requested to give this initiative priority.

Deputy Director Coord.
For Director Higher Education,
Haryana, Panchkula.